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ABSTRACT 
With the sudden introduction of Universal Primary 
Education in Nigeria, the demand for books went up by 60%. 
This demand will be made acute in the 1979/80 academic year 
when U.P.E. is made compulsory for all school age children. 
A faster, quicker method of composition, camera work, 
stripping and platemaking, press work, bindery operation, 
and a good production control will increase the printers' 
output to meet the increased demand. 
• 
The methodology of this study was based on information 
gathering through personal interviews. The production per-
sonnel in the book printing companies in Nigeria were asked 
and responded to the questions that appear in Appendix B, 
(see Table A through E for the details). 
The single factor that affects their speed of produc-
tion more than anything else is the know-how (expertise), 
followed by lack of the right equipment. 
In this study, four training programs were recommended 
that could provide both the immediate and future needed 
expertise for the printing companies, and also recommended 
is a plan that could coordinate between equipment, produc-
tivity and sales. 
In general, printers are called upon to form a trade 
association that could take care of the interest of the 
industry. The federal government is called upon to encour-
age consultation works, make book printing materials duty 
free and aid individual book printers financially through 
loans whenever necessary. 
Abstract Approved: 
Walter A. Campbell Thesis Advisor 
Associate Professor, Printing Title and Department 
July 13, 1978 Date 
CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Book Production
Book production as part of the Graphic Arts Industry
has experienced continuous and consistent expansion and ad
vancement. During the past three decades, it has become in
creasingly more evident that pre-press, printing and binding
of books have grown through man's need, into a great indus
try.1
The advancement of the industry has brought about the
institution of new processes, new mechanical equipment, en
larged and speedier press capabilities, and many innova-
2
tions with many more prospects ahead.
In the process of producing a book, the creation and
coordination of many functions are requisite to success.
There must be typesetting, stripping, platemaking, press-
work, bindery, production control and a host of related
activities directed toward the production of the book.
The Goal
The focus of this research is aimed at identifying
reasons for slow production of books in Lagos area, and
making recommendations which book production personnel might
use to increase their output to meet the increased demand
for books.
To achieve this aim, therefore, the writer wishes to
limit the survey to the area of composition, camera work,
stripping, platemaking, presswork, bindery and production
control. The study shall not include details of how the
various operations are carried out in each of the above
stages of book production. It will not cover the design
ing of books , the publishing, and raw materials.
Nigeria
Nigeria is found on the west coast of Africa, on the
shores of Gulf of Guinea, which lies between the parallels
of
4
and
14
N. , Greenwich Meridian to the west, and 15
east - entirely in the tropics. On the south, Nigeria is
washed by the Atlantic. It is bordered on the west and
north by the Republic of Benin and Niger Republic, and on
the east by the Republic of Cameroon. The land area of
Nigeria is 356,670 square miles. Its greatest length from
south to north is 850 miles, and maximum width from east to
west is about 750 miles with high temperature; heavy rain
fall in the south, and light rainfall in the far north.
Nigeria is made up of about 70 - 80 million inhabi
tants distinguished among themselves by language, customs
and religious affiliation such as Christianity, Islam and
Ogboni cult. Many languages and dialects are spoken in
Nigeria, but English is the official language. Meanwhile,
the three major Nigerian languages (Hausa, Yoruba and Igbo )
are being taught in all Nigerian primary schools, and the
need to translate and print text materials into these lang
uages is urgent.
Lagos Area
This area is found in the extreme southwestern part of
Nigeria, with Benin Republic to the west, Kwara state to
the north, Ondo to the east, and the Atlantic Ocean to the
south.
Lagos is the Federal Capital of Nigeria. Lagos area,
for the purpose of this study, comprises Lagos mainland,
Lagos Island, Ikeja, Apapa, and the city of Ibadan.
These areas, to the best of my knowledge, handle most
of the book production in Nigeria, as demonstrated by this
study. Hence, results of studies carried out in book pro
duction industries in these areas, can be generalized to be
a good representation of results of studies of the book
production industry in Nigeria.
Lagos area as part of the Federal Republic of Nigeria,
is deeply involved in the recent mass education as an
avenue for social change instituted by the federal govern
ment.
As Black Africa's most rapidly developing country,
Nigeria has a positive need for oil revenues to
finance its ambitious programs of industrializa
tion and social reform. 4
One of the major social reforms embarked upon by the
federal government of Nigeria last year, is the introduc
tion of the Universal Primary Education, (UPE).
Universal Primary Education in Nigeria
Universal Primary Education is a scheme aimed at pro
viding free education for all school aged children.
Nigeria, by introducing the Universal Primary Education
scheme, in 1976, is the first African country to implement
the decision arrived at by the African Education Ministers'
Conference in 1961, that Primary Education should be made
free and compulsory throughout the continent by 1980.
'The objectives of this scheme are commendable and are
capable of projecting Nigeria into a world power in the
earliest time when fully realized." The seven main objec
tives are as follows:
1. The inculcation of permanent literacy and
numeracy, and ability to communicate
effectively.
2. The laying of a sound basis for effective
thinking.
3. Citizenship education.
4. Character and moral training.
5. Developing in the child the ability to
adapt to his changing environment.
6. Giving the child the opportunities for
developing manipulative skills that will
enable him to function effectively in his
locality to the limits of his capacity.
7. Providing basic tools for further educa
tional advancement, including preparation
for farming, trades and crafts by linking
the schools with farming, crafts and
trades of the locality. '
The Universal Primary Education scheme is a joint and
cooperative enterprise between the federal government of
Nigeria, the various state governments, the local govern
ments, school boards and the general public, though fully
financed by the federal government. The state governments,
the local governments, and the school boards play the ad
ministrative parts whereas the local governments and the
general public encourage the children and make sure they go
to school.
On the 6th of September, 1976, the Head of State and
Commander In Chief of the Armed Forces, Lt. General
o
Olusegun Obasanjo, launched the scheme.
Following the national launching of the scheme, the
various state governors launched the scheme. Launching the
Universal Primary Education, His Excellency the Military
Governor of Kaduna State, Group Captain Usman Jibrin said,
"Today it is my honour and privilege to
launch this important landmark in the
educational development of Kaduna
State. As you might be aware, one of
the greatest wealths of any country is
its manpower. Its development, there
fore, should be seen as one of the
most crucial ingredients of any devel
opment planning. The educational
planning of our children should there
fore be seen as a potent instrument
for development. Previously, only a
selected number of children were
reached. With the launching of the
Universal Primary Education, we aim at
reaching all children to enable us to
develop them to their potential. We
hope that by introducing this scheme
we will be giving the greatest benefit
to the greatest number of our citizens
and so hopefully help them towards
that needed self-realization which must
be an edifice upon which aspirations of
the community at large will be built.
Thus, through this gigantic Universal
Primary Education scheme, it is the in
tentions of the government to see that
the society at large develops socially,
economically, and culturally. "9
In less than three months after the launching of the
Universal Primary Education, the Head of State, Lt. General
Olusegu Obasanjo, announced that university education and
technical education in Nigeria is to be free from 1977-78
academic session, as a follow up of the Universal Primary
Education.
With the formal launching of the Universal Primary
Education on the 6th of September 1976, the following
changes took place: The federal government took over the
financial development of the existing 156 teacher training
schools. Between 1974 and September 1976, 163,000 ad
ditional teachers were trained and the number of student
teachers rose from 50,000 to 100,000. Seventy-four teacher
training colleges have been planned, each capable of en
rolling 1,000 teacher trainees. By 1982 there will be a
total of 280,000 teachers available for the Universal Pri
mary Education scheme. School buildings totaling 57,000
classrooms have been built. The Universal Primary
Education enrollment has increased from 4 million to 8
million. The federal government is investing a total of
400 million Naira for the scheme.
There are numerous problems faced by the scheme;
shortage of trained teachers, shortage of school materi-
als such as books and teaching aids ' J and insufficient
number and circulation of dailies and printed matter. On
May 22, 1977, the London Chamber of Commerce and Industry
in conjunction with British Educational Equipment Associa
tion sent a trade mission to Nigeria to 'see what was needed
and to discover how they could help provide the needed
materials.
Printing in Nigeria
The total number of printing and publishing shops in
Nigeria as recorded in Federal Ministry of Industries In
dustrial Directory 1975 is 152; the majority of these com
panies are small scale printing shops. Small scale com
panies employ less than 10 production employees, and any
thing above 10 is big scale.
The big scale shops are usually government owned, ex
cept for a few individuals. Most state governments have
printing shops attached to the various ministries of infor
mation. These shops serve the purpose of printing govern
ment papers and public material. Most of these shops em
ploy letterpress and set type by hand and hot metal proc
ess. The printing shops set up by the missionaries are the
oldest and most successful printing shops in the private
sector. These shops were set up to print and supply relig
ious matter, but now they compete in the commercial market.
The Nigerian printing industry is mostly based on
metallic type composition. Some shops have recently ac
quired photo composing machines. Where such machines are
7in use they normally also make use of mechanical and hand
composition. The New Nigeria Newspaper Company is a good
example. The photocomposing machines came into operation
not more than two years ago.
The New Nigeria Newspaper Company, apart from the pro
duction of daily newspapers, handles production of school
books and pamphlets. The same applies to the Plateau Pub
lishing Company in Jos, where they also use photocomposi
tion combined with hot metal composition.
The government presses do not consider the use of
photocomposing machines as being very urgent, comparing the
amount of printing they produce and that of the New
Nigerian Newspaper Company, the Daily Times of Nigeria and
the Plateau Publishing Company. The government presses are
mostly involved with printing of government materials such
as government receipts, vouchers, weekly news briefs, cal
endars, pamphlets on sporting activities within the various
states, government yearly estimates, government gazette,
etc. These are not in urgent demand like the newspapers
and production of books and other commercial products.
The government press is not a commercial enterprise,
and there is no incentive for competition. This explains
the delay in purchasing modern machines such as photocompo
sition equipment. The method used and expertise have an
effect on the output. This, in effect, is of course the
limitation of the Kaduna Government Press, where they use
hand composition. They cannot cope with an urgently needed
job like daily newspapers. Even the government weekly
newsletter is no more in production since the setting of
the types and distributing the various types into their
respective positions in the case is a difficult and time
consuming job. Most government presses do not engage in
color work. Some, however, recently started experimenting
8on process color work.
The Nigerian printing industry is developing at a
different rate as compared to the developed countries such
as Britain and the United States of America. Technologic
ally, Nigeria is completely dependent on the developed
countries as far as printing is concerned. All equipment
is imported - film, presses, cameras, plates, chemicals,
parts of press, composing machines, and equipment, etc.
Only paper is being produced in Nigeria, and recently the
federal government has given out a contract for the build
ing of an ink industry in the country.
The European influence on the West African Coast has
been felt for over 200 years, with the result that western
education was first used in places like Lagos and Accra.
Since the prospect for the printing industry in developing
countries is closely linked with the number of people able
to read books and newspapers, it is not surprising that
Lagos (the capital of Nigeria), is as advanced as most
parts of the world in printing technology. Many miles away
in the North, technology is still far behind. Being behind
in technology, however, it could gain from pitfalls experi
enced by the more advanced western countries. This re
sulted in some extent in the northern part of Nigeria,
(areas above the rivers, Benue and Niger) where offset
lithography is commonly used.
As industry and commerce in Nigeria is developing, it
is important that communications will have to expand at the
same rate, and this means an increase in the demand for all
kinds of printed matter. Now a large volume of books,
especially textbooks, are imported. As literacy grows,
educational demand will increase and imports will rise.
Demands for packaging and labels will also increase.
Usually Nigerians are trained in printing in
industrial countries. However, a large number of them are
trained on the job in Nigeria. Recently an instructional
program was started in Kaduna Polytechnic and Yaba College
of Technology, hoping to produce Nigerians knowledgeable
enough to administer printing shops. The training is
focused on application of cameras, offset printing, photo
composition, and the concept of modern printing in general.
Pre-Press Operation
In the world of mechanical composition there are those
machines which compose individual type, some of which are
equipped with automatic typecasters, distributors or justi-
fiers; machines which use male or cameo matrices for the
indentation or impression of soft materials, casting lines
from the matrices so formed, slugcasting machines, type
casting machines controlled by perforated papers, and
transfer machines.
Most common of these are the Monotype, a typecasting
machine controlled by perforated paper strips, and the
15
Linotype and Linotype Junior, slugcasting machines.
All these mechanical composition devices are fast
being made obsolete in the developed countries by Photo
composition and other direct imaging composition that re
duces the number of production steps leading up to the com
plete page pasteup, required for platemaking. There are
three main types of direct imaging apart from the type
writer.
1. The Photolettering and Photodisplay.
These include equipment oriented to the
production of headline typesetting.
The Filmotype, Prototype, and Photo-
typositor.
2. Photocomposition of varying electronic
sophistication, automation,
10
imaging-speed, and typographic versa
tility. Producing composition from
simple straight matter to full page,
multi-color formats combining text
and display, on photographic paper,
film or paper plates. 14
3. Transfer lettering and Papertype.
This involved manually manipulated
materials used in simple character-
by-character composition of words and
lines for heads and display where
production speed is not a factor. 16
Photocomposition has passed through a number of stages
of development. The first of this stage utilizes the basic
Linotype-Intertype Keyboard and exposing a negative image
out of photosensitive paper or film. Intertype Fotosetter
was claimed to be able to go directly from keyboard to
makeup in five minutes.
The matrix contains a negative of the char
acter and is photographed instead of
casted. First generation phototypesetters
are mechanical in nature and uses slower
tungsten light sources. But it is a sig
nificant improvement on the old method of
hot metal composition which required a
repro-proof .1 '
The second generation, however, is an improvement on
the first. Characterized by electromechanical devices
which increase their efficiency and speed, and reduces
their cost. The third generation is based on electronic
devices to generate character on a face of cathode ray
tube. Before this, all other designs exposed their nega
tive image onto photosensitive material.
With the movable types in the 15th century, the aver
age typesetting speed was two characters per second. With
the development of Linotype in the 19th century by Ottmar
Mergenthaler, the speed has jumped up to five characters
per second.
The other stages of development between this stage and
11
electronic stage, increased the speed to some extent, but
the electronic stage has made a tremendous contribution to
the speed of composition. Mostly because there are not
many heavy movable parts in this device as there are in the
previous stages. The machine is capable of setting 4,000
characters per second.
Photographic full images of newspapers, magazines or
books' signatures can now be transmitted by micro-wave link
at a very high speed across several hundred miles. This
permits publication of any kind in widely separated
cities.
Lasers are already in use for Facsimile transmission,
Microfilm imaging, Phototypesetting, Laser Platemakers, and
Color Film scanning to make separations.
Facsimile involves the electronic transmission of data
or graphics from one location to another by scanning the
original and converting its contents to an electrical
signal. The signal is transmitted to a receiving location
19
and converted to an identical copy of the original.
One of the areas that could overtake Photocomposition
is the area of plateless printing, where imaging is formed
by an electrically charged stream of droplets deflected by
electric charges. Because they are programable, Ink- jet
printing systems can update Ad and Editorial matter without
stopping the press.
Information magnetically stored in digital
form is fed into the press and decoded.
This activates the nozzle of an Ink- jet.
No typesetting, camera, stripping or
platemaking functions are involved. 20
Hence it has a faster speed of production than Photocompo
sition.
12
The Background of the Problem
In the Tide publication of 15/9/76, Daily Sketch of
2 5/9/76, New Nigeria Newspapers of 2/2/77, Nigerian Herald
of 27/1/77, Tide of 16/10/76, and Nigerian Herald of
18/9/76, various problems facing the scheme were discussed.
These include shortage of school materials (books and
teaching aids), shortage of trained teachers, shortage of
physical classroom facilities, future employment, and in
sufficient number and circulation of dailies and printed
matter.
In West Africa of 9th May, 1977, a publication titled
"Going to Learn About Universal Primary Education for
Themselves," is another good case of the problems of Uni
versal Primary Education.
The sheer scale of Nigeria's programme to
introduce - almost at a stroke, to use a
somewhat devalued phrase - Universal Pri
mary Education throughout the country is
difficult to grasp Expanding
schooling populations and facilities in
this way means an enormous demand for
teaching materials as well as classrooms
and teachers. Obeying a cardinal rule of
exporting, the British Educational Equip
ment Association is sending a trade mis
sion to Nigeria to see for themselves
just what are the needs and discover how
the association's members can help fill
them. 21
The Problem
With the sudden growth in literacy caused by the in
troduction of Universal Primary Education, there is an in
crease in demand for book production. This increased de
mand (for printed books) will be made acute in 1979 when
Universal Primary Education will be made compulsory for all
school age children.
13
Hypothesis
A faster, quicker method of composition, camera work,
stripping, platemaking, presswork, bindery, a good produc
tion control, and expertise will increase the printer's
output to meet the increased demand. If this is not done
early enough the problem will be magnified after 1979 when
Universal Primary Education is made compulsory.
The Background of the Hypothesis
In book publication, progress has been made as a re
sult of the contribution of the introduction of photo
composition and advancement in technology. The strides
made in composition, platemaking, printing and binding
technology have significantly reduced manufacturer's labour
- 22
costs.
Industry productivity has made rapid gains
due primarily to a combination of techno
logical innovations. Introduction of
automated composition systems, increased _.
use of automated film processing and
platemaking equipment, and the move from
letterpress printing machines to high
speed fast makeready web offset printing
and bindery machines have had a market
impact on production output.
Many technical, scientific and es-
sional books require a broad array of
typesetting formats, available only
through computer-generated systems. Such
systems are expected to place these
printing firms in an advantageous posi
tion. 23
As a result of the above progress made in developed coun
tries like Britain and the United States of America, many
government presses and commercial printers are changing to
offset printing which goes hand-in-hand with photocomposi
tion because of their fast makeready and economical plate
24
preparation which enhances faster output.
15
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CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE
Many articles have been published since the proposal
of the Universal Primary Education in 1974 and after the
introduction, analyzing the coverage of the scheme, the
purpose and its future effect on social reforms.
The Universal Primary Education scheme is
one of the greatest social and revolution
ary programmes ever embarked upon by an
African government. The philosophy behind
the scheme as noted by the commissioner
for education, Colonel A.A. Ali, at the
19th session of the U.N.E.S.C.O. general
conference is in accord with the words of
the organization's document on education
which states that 'the democratization of
education is one of the most effective
means of promoting social justice. '1
This is closely tied to the objectives of the Univer
sal Primary Education as stated in The Nigerian Observer
of January 10, 1976. Also in this article, emphasis is
laid on the importance of the scheme.
This is to say that the Universal Primary
Education is a necessary tool in the de
sired process of socio-economic and polit
ical development of Nigeria with due ref
erence to the five National Objectives
which form the pivot of all out effort as
a nation:
1. a united, strong and reliant nation
2. a great and dynamic economy
3. a just and egalitarian society
4. a land of bright and full opportuni
ties for all citizens
5. a free and democratic society2
The only information the writer could get about the
Nigerian printing industry was from the federal ministry of
18
Industries Industrial Directory, 1975. Printing, as men
tioned earlier, is not taught in Nigerian secondary schools
and universities, except for the program recently intro
duced in Kaduna Polytechnic and Yaba College of Technology.
This goes a long way to explain why Nigeria is still far
behind in printing technology. Not until one is educated,
can he put his experience and his views on paper for others
to read. More so, when the various printers have no organ-
ization to take care of the general interest and trend of
the industry, which is the case in Nigeria.
Book Production
According to W.B. Dresser, the next five years for
the book production industry will probably show improve
ments of existing processes and equipment with no new tech
niques having major impact. The use of automated book pro
duction equipment such as the Cameron belt press will in
crease. The author suggests that equipment manufacturers
and printers keep in closer contact so that each can be
aware of trends in manufacturing and marketing that could
have industry-wide impact.
In another article, Buying Protection, the author
stated that the desire to reduce costs has led schoolbook
publishers to substitute non-woven cover materials for
cloth laminated with polyester fibers. Initially the non-
woven material was protected with one or two layers of
lacquer. It was found, however, that this was not suffi
cient to meet the stringent wear requirements of school
textbooks, and that since then mylar has been substituted
as a laminate and though initial cost was slightly higher,
there are savings in the reduction of returned books. An
added benefit has been better resistance to manufacturing
temperatures and higher quality.
19
The author, in his article, explained that the new
Wood Book-Omatic system from Sweden is similar to the
Cameron belt press in that it produces complete books in
one continuous operation. The horizontal blanket-to-blan
ket web offset printing unit is believed to be a good ad
vantage. Versatility of sizes, paper uniformity, long
grain books, limited work in press, minimum paper waste,
fewer make readies, no signature gathering and low cost
*
plates are good features of the press.
Elapsed time between submission to the
printer of an author's manuscript in
raw or typeset form and completion of
the bound printed product ready for
shipment has been reduced, enabling
publishers to reach their markets
faster. 6
7Robert G. Evans, in his article, stressed that book
manufacturers, like book publishers, have to adjust to the
seasonal demands of the market. That the consolidation of
publishers in the next few years will lead to a similar
merging of book manufacturers in order to fulfill a broader
range of production requirements. That manufacturers must
stay on top of technological advancement in order that they
can increase their productivity.
o
John Sunderland, in his study, stressed on the key
for reducing down time, which is not chargeable to the job,
as standardization. If standard machine sizes, paper sizes
and grades, inks, and plates are used, then much of the
time wasted in switching from one job to another will be
eliminated. To implement this policy a printer must have
the courage to specialize. This includes turning away work
which will not fit into his production scheme.
Because of the delay and necessity to redistribute
types set by hand, which slow productivity, most printers
today prefer photocomposition which is a faster method.
20
Many articles have been written and published by many
publishers on the subject of photocomposition in general
and specific areas such as: How to get started in photo-
typesetting for less than 20,000, U.S.A. dollars (13,332
Nigerian Naira);y Proofreading and corrections; Photocompo
sition systems' sense and what it really means to you;
12
Making the right photocomposition decision; Photocompo
sition technology trends -> and many mora.
Six areas of printing are covered in the review
4 by
John Lupo; automatic plate procedures including projection
of microfilm to a plate, electronic composition and full
page makeup with halftones, lasers, cameras and facsimile
transmission, and plateless printing.
In Storey Richard's article called "The Prizes and the
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Pitfalls of New Technology," he indicates the numerous
problems involved in a medium sized provincial newspaper's
conversion to photocomposition, and also that the provin
cial English press has lost circulation and profits, the
implementation of large web presses, color capabilities,
photocomposition and better distribution systems has been
viewed as a necessity.
The author, in his "Forecast: 1977 in America, Book
Printing and Publishing," stated that reduced employment
and fewer establishments, intensive price competition, in
creased financing demands and a placid sales market have
meant modest profit increases for book printing and pub
lishing in 1976; specialization and upgraded composition
are all established trends. He predicted that a smaller
number of large companies will control the industry with
publisher-furnished composition and a greater dependence on
technology.
The trend towards publisher-furnished
composition will continue its
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inexorable progress. Typesetting has
been released from the printer by the
elimination of hard-to-transport hot
metal. 17
Frank J. Romano, in his article said that Computer
Assisted Makeup (CAM), is a new system used to display
typefaces, point sizes, and copy position on the TV screen
prior to typesetting, is becoming more accepted. He cate
gorized five levels to which this technology has reached.
The fifth, CAM5, providing exact reproduction of types,
line and halftone artwork, and with an interactive mode.
He predicted that with this system, hand pasteup will be
-i Q
eliminated and page makeup will be much swifter.
The NAPL Special Report titled, "How to Make Transi
tion to Phototypesetting," examines various factors that
both hot metal and strike-on users must take into consider
ation when makihg the transition to automated phototype-
setting. The reasons for the transition are as follows:
Phototypesetting operational costs are
lower than hot metal.
Phototypesetting permits greater typo
graphical versatility.
Phototypesetting yields higher produc
tion levels.
Phototypesetting permits the use of
wider line lengths and larger point
sizes.
Phototypesetting utilizes lower skill
levels.
What all this boils down to is the
ability of the user to provide more
typefaces, in more fonts and at lower
cost. 19
20
Cedric McKinon stated that since phototypesetting
equipment is so commonly used, fierce competition in type
setting is predicted. That hot metal raw material costs
are increasing and the new typefaces in between sizes that
are demanded, are only possible with phototypesetting.
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It is generally agreed that the introduction of pre-
sensitized plate has simplified photomechanical processes
of platemaking, tremendously.
In fact platemaking developments have
simplified the entire printing process,
making it easier and less expensive to
produce quality reproductions from the
original copy to the printed sheet.?*
Letterpress platemaking is a process of photoengrav-
ing where all originals are photographed to reduce or en
large or impose a dot pattern and for these purposes a
process camera is used. Rubber plates are becoming popu
lar, especially with flexography, which is a newcomer to
the Graphic Arts.
Because relief plates are more time consuming to make
and they affect the speed of production by their weight and
type, and their limitations to smooth surface for halftone
reproductions, offset plates (presensitized) have become
popular today in short and medium runs.
Presensitized plates compared to the old albumen proc
ess plates, have longer shelf life and lower inclination to
harden, have helped reduce pre-press makeready time, and
have been employed for runs of many thousands of impres
sions; deep-etch plates are still used largely for long run
reproduction.
Most presensitized plates are either diazo compounds
or polymer resin coated. Diazo image areas are non-re
ceptive to grease, while the polymer group is grease re
ceptive.
The concept of photopolymer letterpress printing
plates is not new but it is only recently that their im
portance has increased due to the advent of phototype-
22
setting techniques.
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Figures of press speeds as stated in technical litera
ture can be misleading. A press may only obtain the pro
duction rates of a sophisticated press under limited or
ideal conditions. A press feeder is a critical area of
performance since speed and accuracy are required but not
always compatible. Stream feeders and their relatively
precise requirements for successful sheet transfer should
be thoroughly investigated in balancing manufacturing costs
2 "*
and performance.
J
The trimming and stitching functions have not been
particularly successful, because of the mechanisms involved
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which reduce press speeds as much as a third or more.
Web presses designed to revolutionize the printing of
books as continuous process systems which virtually elim
inates the random signature concept. They print off a web
but gather individual pages into collated books.
Their manufacturers are in effect saying
to all the makers of gathering, binding
and inserting equipment: we have cut
your bindery line in half, we no longer
have use for your gatherers or colla
tors. We only need binders. 2 5
More efficient pocket loading and ways to avoid waste
and prevent overloading of boxes, and pockets have raised
concern. The need to improve these has resulted in great
machinery advancement in this department.
Advanced bindery machinery has to be utilized or else
economic returns will suffer. Customer pressure on the
bindery operators has to be stimulated to change their
present capital investment policies or replace the old and
26
slow machinery m use.
A great deal of progress can be made,
in my opinion, if bindery equipment
makers can be made to feel the pres
sure of the printing buyer for more
equipment research. To this, if the
24
bindery operator will also add his
own customers' demands for faster,
better collating, gathering, insert
ing and other machinery, much im
petus will be generated. 2 7
As the bindery department is gradually becoming auto
mated, the automation of bindery section of book production
is a must for the bindery department to meet up with the
speed of book production. The economics of this, however,
demands greater production, waste control and cost effi
ciency.
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CHAPTER III
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY AND RESULT
The method used for this study was information gather
ing through personal interviews based on the questionnaires
on pages 96 - 113, and in most cases the writer had verbal
discussions with the managers and the directors of these
companies who disclosed quite alot of their problems to the
writer.
The parameters of this study include population of
school age children, population of children in school now,
the supply of books, the demand for books, equipment in
use, the printer's output, speed of operation and the com
parison of the output with the demand.
The data for this study is grouped according to the
titles as reported by the survey questionnaires. Group A -
deals with composition department; B - deals with camera
department; C - deals with stripping and platemaking de
partment; D - deals with press work; E - deals with bind
ery department; F - Federal Ministry of Education; while
G - deals with the Federal Ministry of Trade and Industry.
These letter groupings shall be referred to later on as
Table A, Table B to Table F.
The various companies were designated by lower case
letters - a, c, c, d, e, f, g, h, and i. Nine companies
out of the twelve book production companies supplied the
writer with the answers to the questionnaires on pages 96
to 113. The other three companies refused to answer any
questions. They feared giving out trade information. One
of these companies started operating three years ago. The
other two started operating ten years ago. None of these
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companies is typically large compared to the other nine
surveyed.
The response of the foremen about whether or not they
have production problems is influenced by their fear of
criticizing the management.
Analysis: Section A
The responses were given by the various heads of pro
duction departments. Three printers out of the nine inter
viewed are using hot metal composition combined with hand
composition. Three others combined hot metal composition
and photocomposition. One company is fully using photo
composition: the printer 'h' is fully using hot metal; and
the printer 'i' combined hand composition with the recently
acquired photocomposition equipment.
Seven of the companies use various line casting
machines. Pour of the companies still use foundry types.
Six companies use their machines in this department for
five hours out of the shift of eight hours, whereas three
use theirs for seven to eight hours of the time.
The employees numbered somewhere from three to six
teen per each department. The response for average time
used to compose a text for a book of 128 pages varied
greatly according to the equipment and method used in the
various companies. However, the following responses were
based on average time used to compose text for five differ
ent textbooks printed in each of the companies. Two com
panies used two shifts of eight hours each to compose the
text, one used one shift, two others used one and a half
shifts, two used four hours, and two others used six hours
and five hours, respectively.
When the composition foremen of these companies were
asked about increased load of composition caused by the in
troduction of Universal Primary Education, all of them
agreed that they have an increased load of work but found
it difficult to state the percentage increase. They were,
however, requested to select one from the percentage cate
gories stated in the questionnaire. See page 97. Three
companies said they had 1-19% increase, three others had
between 20-39$ increase, and the last thr^e had 40-49$
increase.
When asked for their future plan to accommodate the
increase, three of the foremen said they are uncertain.
One foreman said that the company plans to train more per
sonnel, four of them said that their various companies
planned to buy faster composing machines, and the company
'd's' foreman said they planned to increase the number of
their machines.
When the foremen were asked for their preference in
type of compositions, four said that they preferred photo
composition, four preferred computer assisted photocomposi
tion and one preferred photo filmsetter which is not in the
list of suggested alternatives. The writer later discovered
that this foreman did not know that there are other better,
faster methods than this photo filmsetter which he is fa
miliar with. Some of the foremen who said they preferred
computer assisted photocomposition were influenced by the
writer's explanation to them about what this system of com
position is capable of handling.
When they were asked about their major problems with
their present systems of composition, one of them said he
has experienced delay composition caused by type defects,
and time waste on no money making distribution of types.
Another one said his major problem is lack of service
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personnel. Five others said that they lack expertise, and
two others said their major problems are slow production
caused by their equipment and electricity failure, respect
ively. See Table A.
Table A-I
Composition Department
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Companies
. y.
Hand
Compo
sition
Hot
Metal
Photo
compo
sition
Characters
per day
Machines
in use
a * * 218, 80,0 Linocast-
ers foun
dry types
t> * 400,000 Compu-
graphic
18,900
29,000
c * * 600,000 Linotype
48
Lino comp
d * X 800,000 Linotype
e * * 190,000
Linocast-
er foun
dry types
f
i
*
I
i
1
I
598,000 Filmsetter
Compugraph-
ic Lino
type 48
_g
# 208,000 Foundry
types In-
tertype
Linecaster
h i
300,000 Intertype
Linecaster
i *
* 105,000
1 :
Foundry
Compugraph-
ic Film-
setter
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Table A-II
Composition Department
Percent
use of
machines
per office
hours
No.
of
em
ploy
ees
15
Average
time for
composing
a text
book of
128 pages
2 shifts
Increased
load
caused by
U.P.E.
40-59$
Plan to take
care of the
increase
a 70-89 Buy faster
machines
b 40-59 3 1 shift 1-19$ Uncertain
c 50-59 11 6 hrs. 20-39$ Uncertain
d 50-69 6 4 hrs. 1-19$ Increase num
ber machines
e 70-89 10 1-g- hr&. 40-59$ Faster comp. j
machines |
f 50-69 4 5 hrs. 20-39$ I Uncertain
g 9-100 16 2 shifts 20-39$ Buy faster
machines
h 90-100 10 1-g- shifts 1-19$ Buy faster
machines
i- 90-100 9 4 shifts 40-59$ Train
personnel
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Table A-III
Composition Department
Type of composition
preferred
- -
^
"i
Major problem
a Photo composition Slow composition,
types defects,
time waste dis
tribution
b Computer assisted
photocomposition
Lack of trained
man power j
jC Computer assisted
1
1
Lack of servicing j
personnel j
i
i
d Computer assisted
photocomposition
t
Expertise
e Photocomposition Experienced
workers
lacking
f Computerized
photocomposition
Expertise
g Photocomposition
Know-how and
services
h Photocomposition Slow
operation
i Photo filmsetter Electric
power
supply
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The current need of books caused by Universal Primary
Education compared with permanent expectation is at a ratio
of two to one. This will increase to three to one in the
1979/80 school year.
Under the summary section of this chapter, it is
stated that these companies do not specialize. Most of
them print other commercial products such as calendars,
brochures, office forms, greeting cards, ^Letterheads, and
magazines which call for a different set up and this
affects the level of their productivity.
Analysis: Section B
Out of the nine companies interviewed only five have a
camera department. All five do both normal reproduction
and color separation. Three out of the remaining four get
their work done from another printer's camera department,
whereas one of them gets his done from a commercial camera
shop. This method reduces the capacity of such companies'
output since they have to do their own camera work also.
Two out of the three companies that get their work from
other printers' shops complained of delayed delivery as
well as the company that got theirs done from a commercial
camera shop.
The number of cameras in use in these departments
numbered from one to three per each department. Two major
color separation methods are in operation. Two companies
use the indirect method while the remaining three use di
rect separation. Average time for a set of separations
ranges from one and a half hours to four hours, and separa
tion and normal reproduction time for a 32 book pages
ranges from twenty hours to one week depending on the
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number of illustrations required.
When the foremen were asked why they could not reduce
their separation time, two out of the five said they don't
know. Two said they can't because they lack experienced
staff and the third said he could not reduce the time be
cause of the indirect method he was using which is time
consuming.
In general the companies lack much o the essential
equipment that could have made them more productive. Those
who do not engage in camera work directly could be pardoned
here, but none of those with camera departments has a film
processor, scanners, nor photometer. Only three companies
have densitometers and two have light integrators. In all
cases they have one of each of the above except one company
that has one transmission densitometer and a reflection
densitometer.
The writer asked for the percentage increase of load
caused by the introduction of Universal Primary Education.
Three respondents said they have an increase of about 40-
59$, and the next two said 60-79$, and 80-99$, respective
ly. When they were asked about their future plan to take
care of the increase, two foremen said their companies have
planned to increase the number of cameramen and buy better
equipment. Four companies were uncertain about what to do,
while one said the company has no plan. The other two said
they planned to buy better equipment and to increase the
number of cameras, respectively.
Five out of the nine camera departments said they pre
ferred direct screen separation, one preferred indirect
screen separation, while the next three preferred scanner
generated screen separation.
The writer asked the foremen of the companies for
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their major problems in the process of producing transpar
ent and reflection copies. Four of them said they are
lacking equipment and expertise, while five others said
they are lacking expertise.
They were asked whether or not they have control prob
lems. Only one person said his company needs better sched
uling, and the rest said they have no problem.
For details see Table B.
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Table B-I
The Camera Department
Companies Camera
Dept.
No Yes
Camera work
done from:
Any
problem
No. of
Cameras
Cameramen
a * No 3 4
b * Commercial
camera shop
Delayed
delivery
i
-
,c
* Another
printer' s
shop
No
i
_d
it No 2 5
-e
* Another
printer* s
shop
Delayed
delivery
-
f n Another
printer's
shop
Delayed
delivery
g
a No 2 4
h it No 1 4
i a
t
i
i -- - -. -
No 2
';
i
3
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Table B-II
The Camera Department
Types of
color sep
aration
Normal
repro
duction
Average
time
for one
separa
tion
Sep.* and
normal
repro. **
time for a 32
page book
Could not
reduce av
erage time
because
of:
a Direct Line
and
halftone
2 hrs. 22 hrs.
*
Shortage of
experienced
staff
b - - - -
c
.d
_
i .....
Line
and
halftone
3 hrs.
-
Indirect 36 hrs. Time consum
ing method
e
- - -
mm
f _ _
g
(
!
Direct Line
and
halftone
1-g- hrs. 20 hrs. Lack of
experience
h Direct \
i
1
Line
and
halftone
Line
and
halftone
2-J- hrs. 30 hrs. Don't know
i
-
Indirect >.
|
4 hrs. one week Don' t know
*Separation
^^Reproduction
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Table B-III
Equipment in Use
Cameras Proces Scanners Densit Inte Photo
sors ometers grators meters
a Lithotex 43,
Magnacolor
None None 1 1 None
b - - None None None None None
c - - None None None None None
d GP Proc.
Camera,
DeVere 54
None - - - -
e None None
f - - " - -
-
g Lithotex 43 - - 1 1 =
h 1 camera - 1 None -
i
_
112 Unaphi-
color,
DeVers 54
- 2 T.R. - -
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Table B-IV
i
I
!
Increase
caused
by U.P.E.
i
Future
plan
Preferred
Separa
tion
1
Major
Problems
Production
Control
Problem
a 80-99 Increased No.
Cameramen &
better
equipment
Direct
screen
Equip . Zc
Exper
tise
lacking
Needs
better
scheduling
b 40-59 Uncertain Scanning Exper
tise
lacking
None
! c None Directsepara
tion
Exper
tise
i d 60-79 Inc . ^cameras Direct Exper
i
& cameramen separa
tion
tise
i
\ 40-59 Uncertain Direct
separa
tion
j Equip . &
Expertise1
lacking
1
! f 40-59 Buy better
equipment
Direct
Separa
tion
Exper
tise
g Increase No.
of cameras
Scanner Equip. & j
Expertise'
lacking
h Uncertain Scanner Equip . Zc
Expertise
lacking
i
i
- Uncertain Indirect Know-how
j_
-
^Increased
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Analysis: Section C
All the eight companies who gave me information have
stripping and platemaking departments.
Each of the companies employed between five and
twenty-four employees. Two of the companies use photoen
graving plates while four others use photoengraving in com
bination with presensitized plates and wipe on plates.
The other two use presensitized plates. Printer 'd' and
'h' have the highest rate of plate spoilage, four percent
age per every shift; while printers 'c', 'f, and 'g' had
two percentage spoilage, respectively.
When the various foremen were asked why they have
these percentages of spoilage, they all gave a similar re
sponse - bad handling, wrong imposition and bad negatives.
Three printers blamed long storage. One blamed storage
and bad stripping, and another one blamed long storage and
heat.
When they were asked if they have money, what type of
plate would they prefer, one of the foremen said he would
not change from presensitized plates. Five others said
they would prefer presensitized plates. Foremen 'b' and
d', respectively, said they prefer camera plates. All of
the foremen interviewed said they have no problem with
production control but they lack experienced staff who
have the insight for good work.
When they were asked for the average time used to make
one of their types of pla.tes, almost all of the printers
were not sure how long it takes them to make one of their
plates. When asked to estimate, the printer 'a' said 25-30
min.,
'b' said 30 min.,
'c' said 15-30 min., 'e' said 25
min., 'f said 30 min.,
'g' said 10 min. and printer 'h'
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said 36 minutes.
While answering the question on average time to make
plates for a 32 book pages, most of the printers implied
that they don't keep a record of time. They were asked to
estimate based on the suggested time. However, printer
d', who is using mostly presensitized plates and some
photoengraving, spent the least time of one and a half
hours, whereas printer 'a', who is entirely using photoen
graving, spent the most time of two to six days to accomp
lish the same task. When these companies' foremen were
asked why they cannot reduce their time, the foreman for
company 'a' said he can't tell, company *b' said the method
used is time consuming, company 'c* said they cannot reduce
the time because of slow process of photoengraving, 'd'
said he does not know why, company 'e' said because they
lack experienced staff, company f said they could not cut
down the time used to produce one of their types of plates
because they are using positive and negative working
plates, whereas company
'g' said that it depends on the job
to be done. Foreman 'h' had no response.
You can hardly see a company with a good vacuum frame
for exposing the plates. None of them have step and repeat
cameras. The exposure lamps used, however, are either
Tungsten, Halogen, Pulse Xenon or carbon arc, and plates
used are mostly copperized plate, zinc, presensitized, 3M
positive and negative, P3, P7, and N4.
Most of the foremen could not supply me with the num
ber of impressions the plates are capable of running, ex
cept for company 'a', with 70,000-90,000 impressions and
company 'f, with 50,000 impression capabilities, respec
tively.
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When asked about their major problems, many responses
were received such as: dot fringe, no light table, bad
handling of films, dimensional change of film, bad set up,
image halation, lack of materials, expertise and improper
imposition caused by the wooden table in use. See Table C,
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Table C-I
Stripping and Plate Department
Companies
a
b
d
g
h
Stripping
& Plate
Dept.?
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
Stripping
work done
from:
Prob
lems
from
other
shop
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
No. of
Employ
ees
8
10
7
12
24
Types of
plates
Photoen
graving
Presensi
tized and
photoen
graving
Photoen
graving
Photoen
graving ,
presen. ,
wipe on
plate
Presensi
tized
Presensi
tized
Presensi
tized
Photoen
graving &
presensi
tized
Table C-II
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Stripping and Plate Department
Average
time to
make 1
plate
Average
time for
a 32
book pgs.
Why can't you
reduce this
time?
Cameras &
Enlargers
Exposure
lamps
a 25-30
min.
5-6 days Can't tell Little
Johif
N/C#6715
Pulse
Xenon
b 30 min. 5-10 hrs. Method used Rotex 162
N/C#6715
Pulse
Xenon,
Carbon arc
c 15-30
min.
4-7 days Slow method
of operation
N/C#6715 Pulse
Xenon
d 15-20
min.
1-|- hrs.
all staff
working
Don' t know Lithotex
44, Hori
zontal dk.
rm. camera
Carbon arc.
Tungsten,
Halogen
e 25 min. 3 hrs. Lack of ex
perience
Grant 14/
18, G/A
DeVere
Carbon arc ,
Tungston,
Halogen
f 3,0 min. 2 hrs. Pos. & Neg.
working plates
Pictoria Tungston
g 10 min. 1-3 hrs. Depends on the
job to be done
Pictoria Tungston
h
i
*
35 min. 1^ days 1 Pulse
Xenon,
Carbon arc
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Table C-III
Stripping and Plate Department
Kinds of
Plates
Impressions Problems Increased
stripping1
load caused
by U.P.E.
What do
you plan
to do?
a Copper
plate
70,000-90,000 Dot
fringe ,
no light
table
40-59$ inc. Buy
better
material
-b Presen
sitized
Handling,
stripping
problems
1-19$ inc. Uncer
tain
c Copper
plate
Dimen
sional
film
change ,
bad
setup
40-59$ inc. Buy
better
material
d Presen
sitized
copper,
zinc
Dot
fringe ,
image hal
ation,
expertise
20-39$ inc. Uncer
tain
e 3M pos.
& neg.
Lack of
materials
40-59$ inc. Buy
better
equip .
f P3, N4,
3M Plate
50 , 000 Space and
wooden
table
40-59$ inc. Uncer
tain
g P3, N4,
3M Plate
-"* Image
halation,
dot
' fringe
20-39$ inc. Train
person
nel
'h
.-
Copper,
zinc,
presensi
tized
No light
tables,
delay
None No plan
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Table C-IV
Stripping and Plate Department
b
d
g
h
Plate
spoilage
2$
3$
2$
2$
4$
Why'
Bad handling
Wrong impo
sition &- bad
handling
Wrong impo
sition & bad
negatives
Storage &
handling
Bad handling
Long stor
age & heat
Storage and
bad strip
ping
Wrong impo
sition
Preferred
plate
Presensi
tized
Faster
plate
(camera
plate)
Presensi
tized
Camera
; plates
No change
Presensi
tized
Presensi
tized
Presensi
tized
Major
Problem
Expr-
tise
Exper
tise
Exper
tise,
Equip
ment
Exper
tise,
Equip -
ment
Exper
tise,
Equip
ment
Equip
ment
Exper
tise
Exper
tise
Production
Control
Problems
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The foremen's response to increased load of stripping,
caused by Universal Primary Education is worth noticing.
Four companies out of eight had an increase of 40-59$, two
companies had 20-39$, one had only 1-19$ and the last one
had no increase. These increases are not surprising since
all the companies now use 4 color process. This implies
more films to be stripped and more plates to be made in
comparison with line work which requires less number of
films to be stripped and plates to make.
Their responses when asked for what they plan to do,
displayed that three are uncertain about what to do and one
person has no plan. Three planned to buy better, faster
equipment, while one planned to train the personnel.
Analysis: Section D
In this department only eight companies agreed to give
the writer information. Others said they cannot reveal
trade secrets. Out of the eight, three are fully using
letterpress, two combined offset and letterpress, while the
remaining three are using only offset lithography.
Five of these companies use single feed, two use
stream feed, and one roll feed.
Most of these companies use one and four color proc
esses in one or four passes through the press, except com
pany
'e' which has four printing units and is printing
from a roll.
When asked about their most delaying factors, five of
them said expertise, and the rest said slow and old equip
ment.
Most presses in use are made by Heidelberg Co. and
marketed by R.T. Briscoe Nigerian Limited, and the pressmen
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usually refer to them as O.H. meaning original Heidelberg.
The presses numbered from three to six presses per
company, and their impression capabilities start from
3,000 to 15,000 per hour, but they are hardly run at half
their impression capabilities.
When asked about their total impressions per shift,
one company said because of the variable nature of their
job they cannot estimate. Another one could not tell.
The response from the rest ranges between 15,000 to 36,000
impressions.
Half of the companies cannot estimate how long it will
take them to print 50,000 volumes of a book of 128 pages,
while four others gave one week, two shifts, five hours and
one week, respectively.
All the company foremen in charge of press work exper
ienced considerable increase in work caused by the intro
duction of Universal Primary Education. Two companies had
an increase of 80-99$, two others had 60-79$, one had 100$
increase, company 'f had 20-39$, company 'h' had 1-19$,
and 'f had no increase.
When they were asked for their plans to take care of
these increases they all had something to say except for
the printer ' f, who is uncertain:
1. Printers 'a' and 'd' said, "Buy faster
presses."
2. Printers 'b', 'c' and 'h' said, "Train
more
pressmen."
3. Printer 'c' said, "Increase number of
presses."
4. Printer 'g' said, "Buy faster presses
and train more
pressmen."
Two printers did not respond to the question that was
asked about their preference for presses. Four said they
prefer web offset presses, two others said four unit
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presses, and 8 page sword machines, respectively. None of
them seemed to identify any problem with production control,
Table D-I
Presswork
Companies Process
in use
Method
of
feeding
Percent
done by
offset
litho
No. of
colors
No. of passes
through the
press
a Letter
press
Single
feed
0 1 1
b Offset
litho
Sheet
feed
single
100$ 1 & 4 1 & 4
c Letter
press &
Offset
Single
feed
20$ 1 & 4 1 & 4
d Letter
press
Single 0 1 1
e Offset
litho
Roll
feed
100$ 4 4
f Letter
press
Sheet
and
Stream
feed
4 4
g Letter
press &
Offset
Stream
feed
75$ 4 & 1 1 & 4
h Offset Single 100$ 4
i
4
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Table D-II
Presswork
Most delay
ing factor
Presses in
use
Impres
sions
Impres
sion
per
shift
Time for
50,000 vol.
of 128 page
book
s Handling
and equip
ment
Original
Heilden-
berg
SBB 3
4,600 sph 24,00 1 week *
b Expertise O.H. RZO-
111
8,500 sph 30,000 2 shifts
c Expertise D.H. SBB
& BORDZ
10,000 28,000 Can't
estimate
d- Equipment
Expertise
PIatems &
Cylinder
Presses by
O.H.
2,000 -
4,000
30,000 Can't
estimate
5 hrs.
f Expertise O.H.,
Platern &
Cylinder
Presses,
Rotaries
8,000 Vari
able
nature
of the
jobs
Can't
estimate
g- Expertise Platern
presses,
Cylinder &
Rotaries
3-6,000 36,000 Can't
estimate
h Equipment Rotaries,
3 G.T.O.
O.H.
15,000 15,000 1 week
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Table D-III
Presswork
Increased
presswork
What do you
plan to do?
Alternative
presses
Production Problems
a 80-99$ BUy faster
presses
Web offset _
b 20-39$ Train more
pressmen
Web offset -
c 60-79$ Increase
No. of
presses
Four unit
presses i
!
d 100$ Buy faster
presses
Web offset
i
e 60-79$ Train more
pressmen
-
i
!
f No in
crease
Uncertain \
S 80-99$ Buy faster
press and
train more
pressmen
8 pages
sword
machine
-
ft. 1-19$ Train more
pressmen
Web offset
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Analysis: Section E
Only seven companies supplied the writer with answers
to the questionnaires in this department. Four out of
these companies have bindery departments whereas the other
three do their bindery work through both commercial and
other printers' shops. Some companies who get their bind
ery work done from other shops and commercial shops, com
plained of delayed delivery and poor finished jobs at times,
The types of binding in production are mostly paper
back and hard cover, and only one company binds paperback
books only.
Table E
The Average Time Spent for Binding
1,000 Volumes of Books
Paperback Hard Cover
Company 'a'
Company 'b'
Company 'c'
12i hrs.
24 hrs.
9 hrs.
2 5i hrs
28 hrs.
Company 'd* can't estimate. When they were asked to say
why they cannot bind these volumes of books faster, they
gave various reasons such as, "slow operation, too many
handling, slow equipment, can't tell, and lack of exper
tise."
All of the bindery departments lack adequate equip
ment. The company 'a', has the following: cutters,
trimmers, stitchers, folders, gatherers, and sewing ma
chine. Company 'b', has the same equipment as above;
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company 'c', has all of the above plus a glueing machine.
The other companies have no bindery equipment, hence, they
get their bindery work done from outside.
Two companies out of the four who do bindery work, use
the limited equipment very frequently, whereas the other
two said they use theirs frequently. See Table E.
Table E-I
Bindery Department
Companies ! Bindery Dept,
a yes
Bindery
wo rk done
from:
! Problems
with this
method
Type of
binding
i _ Paperback,
Hardcover
-
- Paperback
- - Paperback,
Hardcover
- Both
Another
printer' s
shop
At times
delayed
delivery
Commer-
cial bind
ery shop
No
problem
Commer
cial and
printer' s
shop
Poor job,
delay at
times
5?
Table E-II
Bindery Department
Average time for
1,000 volumes
paperback hardcover
Why can't
reduce
time
Equipment
in use
Use of equip
ment
a 12i hrs. 25-g hrs. Slow op
eration,
too many
handling
l,2,3,4-
5,6, *
Frequently
b 24 hrs. Slow
handling,
equipment
1,2,3,4,
5,6, *
Very frequent
ly
c 9 hrs. 28 hrs. Can't
tell
1,2,3,4,
5,6,8, *
Very frequent'
iy
d
e
Can't estimate
~~
Expertise 1,3,4,8 * Frequently
f
g " - - -
*1 - - cutters 11
2 - - trimmers 12
3 - - stitchers
4 - - folders 13
5 - - gatherers
6 - - sewing machine 14
7 - - smashing machine
8 - - glueing machine 15
9 - - rounding & ,jbacking
machine
16
10 - - nipping machine 17
18
19
lining-up/headbanding
carton sealing
machine
package wrapping
machine
cloth sheeting
machine
case-making machine
cover inking presses
upright blank or gold
stamping presses
upgraining and embos
sing presses
silk screen presses
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Table E-III
Bindery Department
Inc. load
caused by
U.P.E.
What you plan
to do :
Alterna
tive
method:
Major
Problems
Production
control
problems
a 20-39$ Inc. number
of equipment
Auto
mated
binding
Equip . &
exper
tise
None
b 80-99$ Buy better
equipment
Electro
mechani
cal
Equip
ment
-
c 1$ Uncertain _ Exper
tise,
Manage
ment
d 40-59$ Buy more
equipment
Inline
opera
tion
Exper
tise,
Equip .
e Auto
mated
Delay -
f - - - -
g Irregu
larities
-
When they were asked about increased load of bindery
work caused by the introduction jof Universal Primary Educa
tion, all four departments indicated various degrees of in
creases. Company *a' indicated 20-39$ increase; company
*b? indicated 80-99$ increase; company 'c' indicated 1$ in
crease; and company
'd' indicated 40-59$ increase.
Their response to what they can do to accommodate the
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present and future increase, was to buy more and better
equipment, except company 'c', who is uncertain about what
to do.
Two companies preferred automatic bindery operation,
one indicated a preference of inline operation, whereas
company 'b', preferred electromechanical operations separ
ated from the press. Companies 'a' to 'd', indicated lack
of equipment and personnel expertise as their major prob
lems, whereas companies 'e' to 'g', indicated delay and
irregularities in delivery of their bindery work. Like
the rest of the departments already discussed, these de
partments did not indicate any production control problem.
Analysis: Section F
The increase in school population since October 1976
to 1977-78 school year is 80$ and by 1979-1980 it is pro
jected that 100$ will be enlisted in primary schools. This
will constitute an increase of 75$ in four academic ses
sions. However, there is a 20$ yearly increase projection
of pupils in school after 1980.
The estimated number of books per child is 10 books
per child between first grade to the twelfth grade. This
could vary, depending on the local Education Authorities'
and various
teachers' requirement for disposable books
such as work books.
The present supply of books amounts to 56 million and
35$ of this number are imported, 65$ are printed in
Nigeria, 50$ are printed in the Lagos area, and the rest
(15$) are printed in the rest of the country.
The present demand for books amounted to 90 million,
but only 56 million are supplied. By the 1979-1980
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session the demand will increase to 140 million.
Expectant average life of a book is 2-3.years, but
90$ of the books supplied are torn or pulled apart by the
kids before the first year is completed.
Forty percent of the total books supplied are dispos
able, whereas the remaining 60$ are supposed to be passed
on to other children, but this rarely happens.
When asked to comment about the future cause of
shortage of books the Education Officer said if more books
are not printed and the printers don't invest more money
for better equipment, there will be an acute shortage of
books by the 1979/1980 session. See Table F.
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Table F
Federal Ministry of Education
Population of school age children
Population in school before October 1976
Population already in U.P.E. 1977-78
Population to be in U.P.E. by 1979-80
Population projection (increase per year)
14 million
5 million
8 million
14 million
20$
Average number of books per child
Demand for books
Present supply of books
Percent of books imported
Percent of books printed in Nigeria
Percent of books printed in Lagos area
Average expectant life of a textbook
Percent of books passed on
Percent of books disposable
Yearly projection of books after 1980
10 books
90 million
56 million
35$
65$
50$
2-3 years
60$
40$
20$
Future cause of book shortage Materials,
know-how
Future plan Print more
books,
Nigerian
Books De
velopment
Council
Their future plan is to print more books in Nigeria. In
connection with this the federal government has recently
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set up a Nigerian Book Development Council whose functions
are to track down all books published and to encourage
publishers on what to publish and give advice to printers
on how to invest their money and make it possible for them
to borrow money from the government fund.
The yearly projection of books* increase per year
after 1980 is estimated at 20 percent.
Analysis: Section G
There are a total of sixteen book printers in Nigeria;
out of these, twelve come from the Lagos area and most of
them print both hard covered and paperback books. Importa
tion of printing equipment is restricted to a few certified
importers. These importers at times contribute to problems
faced by the printers in that they tend to increase the
cost of materials unnecessarily. Along with this is the
problem of maintenance and a shortage of trained personnel.
Table G
Federal Ministry of Trade and Industry
Number of book printers in Nigeria 16
Number of book printers in Lagos area 12
Types of books printed Hard cover, paper
back
Importation of equipment Restricted to few
certified importers
Major problems faced by printers Personnel, increas
ed cost of materi
al s , maintenanc e
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Summary
The most common problems faced by the printers in book
producing companies in Nigeria are lack of expertise,
equipment and materials. Yet their work load continues to
grow. With the introduction of Universal Primary Education
there has been a tremendous demand for books. The printers
are not capable of supplying them as demonstrated by this
study.
Through conversations with the managers of these com
panies and from what was witnessed during the survey, these
companies do not specialize in book printing, they do not
encourage research, and most of their production workers
cannot detect the true nature of their products.
These companies do not print only books, but a cluster
of other commercial printings which call for different set
ups. These set ups are time consuming as compared to a
company that is set up for only book printing and will re
quire small adjustments for page and size changes.
The most difficult problem encountered while conduct
ing the survey was to make the private companies give
answers to the questionnaires. They feared giving trade
information away; some were suspicious about my intentions.
They could not see why it was necessary for me to travel
all the way from Rochester to Nigeria to do the survey,
before being able to write the thesis. Others appeared not
to understand the use of thesis information and didn't want
to waste their time answering questions.
The writer was, however, able to get around most of
the managers because of his contact with their various per
sonal friends. The writer went to their friends and asked
them to introduce the writer to their friends and explain
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to them what the survey was intended for. In three cases
the writer went to the managers with their respective per
sonal friends. In two cases they wrote letters to the man
agers through the writer explaining what the writer in
tended to do and that any assistance given to him would be
appreciated. Four managers were contacted through the
telephone by their respective personal friends.
Some of the workers (production) have no capacity to
discern the true nature of their products. Whatever comes
out of the press or bindery goes to the customer once it is
a reproduction of the original. Most of the companies have
no quality control built into their working systems.
Most of the available equipment is old and needs to be
replaced with faster, more efficient equipment. Apart from
making the production workers more efficient at their job,
some of them need to be retrained to keep pace with the
changing technology in the industry to make them more pro
ductive.
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CHAPTER IV
RECOMMENDATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS
Book Requirements
In effecting the actual making of a book, good deci
sions have to be made regarding its finished appearance.
This will involve the method of presentation of the con
tents, choice of the type, paper, binding and other design
and production problems; the solutions to which must be
taken within the framework of the estimated costs and price
at which the book will sell. The price factor in all manu
facturing decisions is common everywhere, but this is more
intense in Nigeria and other developing countries where the
price that the market will bear, being a function of low
per capita income, must be correspondingly lower than in
developed countries. With these decisions made, the physi
cal printing takes place.
The book printing facility should ensure that the com
pany can produce books from initial printing to final
binding.
The production of printed textbooks and ruled exercise
books should be aimed at establishing a flexible facility
which contains an inherent capacity for development over a
period of time.
There are numerous books that a publisher may choose
to print in a developing country like Nigeria. These might
range from long run, low unit cost books of the mass paper
back fiction market to high quality, short run, high unit
cost books of the prestige library.
Since this study is not aimed at high unit cost books
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which need first class printing and finishing capabilities
in this crucial time of shortage of books, it will suffice
to consider low unit cost books, but reasonably durable
hard and paperback books.
Disposable workbooks, which would be of an even lower
unit cost, offer the possibility of longer runs with annual
reprints and expanding the number of possible titles,
eventually covering the whole academic and cultural range
of school curriculum.
School book printing requires good quality printing of
medium size pagination, books of approximately A5 sizes,
including reasonable halftone reproduction which are per
fectly bound in soft covers and are reasonably durable.
Teachers' aid books, require high quality printing of
medium pagination of approximately A5 size, over short to
medium runs and are perfectly bound in soft covers which
are highly durable.
Workbooks require the lowest possible unit cost print
ing of small pagination books, but with long initial runs
and which are paper covered and saddle stitched.
Recommendations
The biggest problem areas in the book manufacturing
industry in Nigeria as revealed by this study, are equip
ment and expertise. To make the manufacturers more pro
ductive the writer suggests:
1. Retraining of the employees wherever necessary and
additional training of Nigerians to increase both
the number of trained personnel and expertise
available to the printers in the country.
2. Planning a profitable balance between equipment
and productivity.
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These recommendations are discussed in order of prior
ity as follows:
I Training
The present speed of production of books in the country
could be doubled through training. There are more than one
way to train printing personnel, some of which are:
1. Departmental Training,
2. Workshops and Seminars,
3. Visiting Instructors, and
4. Institutionalized Training.
The above are described in order of priority, as follows:
1-1 Departmental Training
This should be a training program organized
by the various heads of departments in the various compan
ies. It should be aimed at improving both productivity and
quality of the products. This could be achieved best by en
lightening the personnel working with the various equipment
and material in the departments, about how best they could
utilize this equipment and material successfully and eco
nomically, to avoid remakes and repetitions which lower pro
ductivity.
The instructor could be the production manager or any
member of the staff who is deemed knowledgeable enough to
handle a particular problem area in the company. He could
be an invited person from the company marketing the partic
ular equipment or material, or from another printing com
pany.
This training programme is much more economical to in
stitute. The equipment and material are already available,
the employers are aware of some of their difficulties while
handling this equipment, and they can be easily taught how
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to manipulate it for more productivity. The company doesn't
have to pay the instructors extra for this training since
the training is conducted during the regular office hours.
The resultant effect of this kind of training is more effi
cient staff with more insight of their work. This will re
duce time and material waste at the job and insure higher
productivity.
1-2 Visiting Instructors
Government sponsored visiting instructors,
aided by the printing companies to visit companies occasion
ally, to instruct employees wherever necessary, especially
where a company acquired new equipment and has difficulties
in operating it satisfactorily.
As a routine these instructors should, if possible,
visit every company once a year. The duration of this
training should not be less than a week. This will give
room to the instructors to experience some of what the em
ployees are doing wrong, and enable them to help solve some
of the problems by enlightening the employees through dem
onstration and explanation of the various problem suiting
production media.
Some of these instructors could be reserved as con
sultants. These could be consulted through telephone or
letter in case of any serious production problem that a com
pany could not resolve. If he cannot help resolve the prob
lem by telephone, he might have to go and study the problem.
In cases like that, the company has to pay for the expenses.
Since all teachers in the country are paid by the fed
eral government, it will not be out of place for the govern
ment to hire knowledgeable persons both from within and
without of the country to carry out this project at this
crucial time. The government will not only be producing
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enough volumes of books for the citizens, but will also be
doing a service of educating her citizens technically and
helping the printing industry to develop economically.
This training program is economically feasible because
the government doesn't have to invest more money in printing
equipment and materials but only pay the instructors for
doing their work. Since this is a training on the job, the
trainees will readily expose their ignorance while on the
job. This saves time and money compared to institutional
ization. Where they lack the knowledge to fully put a piece
of equipment into its full productivity, they could easily
be made to do so by this type of program. They will not
only run such equipment at its full productive capacity, but
do so more economically by making the right judgment of
which job should be used on which equipment, thereby avoid
ing waste. The final end result is less training expenses
with faster productivity.
1-3 Workshops and Seminars
Workshops and seminars could be arranged and
financed by the trade union, the federal government of
Nigeria and Nigerian Book Development Board. The duration
could be between three days to one week. Within this period
both practical and theoretical experience could be gained
through demonstrations, supplemented by slides, films and
published material, exposed to the participants. Lectures
to comprise the essential problem areas in the industry
should be delivered by experienced persons in such areas.
Various seminars and workshops should be planned to include
the following personnel: the general managers, the produc
tion managers, the administrative managers, and the produc
tion staffs - depending on what area of operation is covered
by the workshops and seminars at one period of time.
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Since the participants shall not be working at the time
of the seminars, the companies will lose economically while
the seminars are on, but the after effect of the training
will pay for the loss. The setting up of these seminars
and workshops will cost the government and the printers a
great deal of money. The participants who will come from
all parts of the country have to be accommodated and fed.
The organization of the workshops and seminars, the equip
ment and materials to be used will have to be bought. Even
if the workshops and seminars are organized to take place in
Yaba College of Technology or Kaduna Polytechnic, where they
offer limited printing courses, these institutions shall not
be able to supply all the essential equipment that will best
suit the needs of most companies in the country. They will
have to buy some more for the purpose of demonstration.
Since this equipment and material are not made in Nigeria
they are expensive. Since they are not used for direct
money making during the seminars and workshops, they do not
pay back the money so invested, to the company- The indiv
idual printers and government presses could gain from the
knowledge passed to the participants. The printers will in
crease their capacity and the government will have more
books as a result of such workshops and seminars to meet
with the Universal Primary Education's book needs.
1~4 Institutionalization
Two or more well staffed and equipped schools
of printing in addition to Yaba College of Technology and
Kaduna Polytechnic or the development of the present two
schools to permit more admissions and higher level of
studies that will incorporate both printing technology and
printing management are urgently needed.
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The development or setting up of more new schools will
take time to be productive, and costs much more money to run
compared to all of the aforementioned suggestions.
All the equipment required to make the course fruitful
has to be bought and maintained, buildings to house the
school have to be constructed, students shall be accommo
dated and fed, staffs shall be hired and paid, and materials
for the daily running of the schools shall be bought. The
cost of instituting this programme will run into millions of
Niara, (millions of dollars).
The gain from this however, will be worth the expenses
after five to ten years, when the institutions begin to
serve the companies with the needed manpower. While the
school is being set up or developed it will not be produc
tive, but at this time the seminars and workshops, the de
partmental training, the visiting instructors shall be pro
viding the printers with the immediate expertise necessary
to help upgrade productivity.
II Equipment
Buying of equipment alone as cited by some of the
foremen interviewed, does not increase productivity but a
well planned balance between equipment and productivity will
increase productivity tremendously.
A printer who coordinates equipment and productivity
in his business is producing at a volume that takes the
greatest advantage of the existing equipment capacity and
production skills. He is also buying the equipment that
best fits the current and expected types and volume of his
products. This will lower costs and increase productivity.
The above recommendation could be achieved by applying
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McLagan's three-step planning procedure published by
Printing Industry of America in June 1968.
This three-step procedure (Fig. 1) provides printers
with the opportunity to -
1. compare the company's sales volume forecasts
against its production capabilities and to
pinpoint the imbalances between the two,
2. to evaluate the alternatives for correcting
these imbalances and selecting the best
course of action,
3. to prepare and implement programs for carry
ing out the selected course of action.
2
COORDINATING EQUIPMENT AND SALES
INVOLVES 3 MAJOR STEPS . . .
Figure 1
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II-I Step I - Pinpoint Imbalances
The first step (Fig. 2)^ is to build a
factual base for comparing current production capabilities
against current and future production requirements.
To do this, the printer -
(a) first defines his company's current equipment capa
bilities,
(b) assesses his production competitive strengths and
weaknesses,
(c) projects his anticipated future sales volumes in
detail for next year and in summary for an addi
tional two or three years,
(d) translates these forecasts into equipment and man
power requirements.
Once he has this information, the printer is in a posi
tion to compare his current and projected production re
quirements and to pinpoint the imbalances- between the two
in terms of both equipment and manpower requirements.
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HOW THE 3-STEP PLANNING PROCESS WORKS
I. Pinpoint the Imbalances II. Evaluate III. Implement
Corrective Measures Action Program*
Define
Current
Equipment
Capacity
Assess
Production
Strengths
ond
Weaknesses
Compare
Current
Production
CopobilHiei
with Projected
Requirements
tc Pinpoint
Imbalances
For example:
under-utilization
Project
Seles
Volumes
Translate
So'es Projection
Into Production
Requirement
over-utilization
of equipment
wrong kind of
low profit jobs
wong kinds of
jobs
Figure 2
I1-2 Step 2 - Evaluate Alternatives
In the second step of the procedure (Fig.
3),^ the printer selects the best approach for correcting
the balances identified in step one. Depending on his situ
ation, the printer will have a number of alternative courses
of action to choose from. For example:
(a) If his production capabilities are greater than his
projected production requirements, the printer can,
among other things, add extra salesmen, offer more
services, key in on major prospects, acquire
another printing company, cut back shifts or
manning levels, dispose of equipment, offer his
salesmen greater incentives.
(b) If, on the other hand, he finds that his projected
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production requirements are potentially greater
than his current production capabilities, he can
add extra shifts, buy more equipment, subcontract
work, acquire another printing company, weed out
low profit items, etc.
(c) Some printers may even discover they have the wrong
kind of equipment for the work they can expect -
eg. , three I-color presses but only one 4-color
press when 80 percent of their volume will be A
color. In this case, the printer's alternatives
include redirecting the efforts of his sales force,
sub-contracting work, or buying more or different
equipment.
(d) If the printer has too many low profit or undesir
able jobs, he can raise prices, cut costs, redirect
the efforts of the sales force, buy new equipment.
Once he has laid out his alternatives, he selects the
best course of action for his business by evaluating the
profit impact of each and the degree of risk involved.
In evaluating each alternative, therefore, the printer
should:
1. Project cost. and profit impact if no action is
taken,
2. Project investment costs, profits, and cash gener
ated if action is taken,
3. Determine the rate of return from implementing the
alternative by comparing the incremental profit and
cash generated against the investment required.
4. Compare the anticipated return to the most approp
riate investment standard. 5
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HOW THE 3-STEP PLANNING PROCESS WORKS
1. Pinpoint the Imbotoncei
Define
Current
Equipment
Capacity
Assess
Production
Strengths
end
Weodnenei
Project
Sales
Volumes
Translate
Sales Projection
Into Production
Requirement!
Compare
Current
Production
Capabilities
with Projected
Requirements
to Pinpoint
Imbalances
For example:
under-utifixation
of equipment
over-utilization
of equipment
wrong kind of
equipment
low profit jobs
wrong kinds of
jobs
II. Evaluate
Corrective Measures
III. Implement
Action Programs
Identify
Alternative
Corrective
Measures
For example:
redirect
efforts of
soles force
Add Salesman
cutback shifts
ormanning
levels
dispose of
equipment
improve pro
ductivity
sub-contract
work
weed out. low-
profit items
buy mote or
drflt-rent equipment
Determine:
Profit
Import
Return on
Investment
Degree of
Risk-
Selection Best
Course of
Action
_
Figure 3
H_3 step 3 - Prepare and
Implement Action Plans
In this final step, the printer prepares
and
implements action programs
- or modifies existing plans for
each of the affected
departments (Fig. 4).
He continuously reviews progress
made against progress
planned and updates the programs
as necessary to reflect
changes in internal conditions.
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HOW THE 3-STEP PLANNING PROCESS WORKS
I. Pinpoint the Imbalances
Define
Current
Equipment
Capacity
Project
Sales
Volumes
Assess
Production
Strengths
and
Weaknesses
Translate
Sales Projection
Into Production
Requirements
Compare
Current
Production
Capabilities
with Projected
Requirements
to Pinpoint
Imbalances
For example:
under-utilization
of equipment
over-utilization
of equipment
wrong kind of
equipment
low profit jobs
wrong kinds of
jobs
II. Evaluate
CorrectiveMeasures
Identify
Alternative
Corrective
Measures
For example:
redirect
efforts of
sales force
Add Salesman
cut back shifts
or manning
levels
dispose of
equipment
improve pro
ductivity
sub-contract
work
weed out low-
profit items
buy more or
different equipment
Determine:
Profit
Impact
Return on
Investment
Degree of
Risk
Selection Best
Course of
Action
III. Implement
Action Programs
Develop
and Install
Corrective
Action
Programs
Periodically
Review
Progress
Against Plan
and Update
as Required
On-going
"
Process
Figure 4
This plan
was~tried by the Strathmore Company, Aurora,
Illinois and the company realized that
their productivity
and sales volume
increased by 50% after the first year.
"In general, the Strathmore
management group
feels the procedure was tremendously helpful
and well worth the effort. It:
1 indicated no additional
equipment needed
to meet 1968 sales projections,
2 pinpointed and quantified
the major finan
cial risk of buying the web press,
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3. provided real direction on how to focus the
marketing efforts for making the equipment
decision,
4. forced management to think through their
strengths and weaknesses in terms of kinds
of jobs to print. "7
Each individual printer in Nigeria can follow this for
mat and adapt the approach to their specific situation and
*
needs to produce more volumes of books and to do so more
economically. This plan will guard against greedy salesmen
who would like printers to buy all sorts of equipment with
out a careful consideration of the needs of the printers and
what the equipment is capable of handling. Since the gov
ernment of Nigeria does not manufacture this equipment, pur
chasing it anyhow, without this kind of a plan will drain
the individual printer's revenue as well as the country's
resources, as the money paid for it is taken out of the
country.
However, if any book manufacturer or anyone who wants
to start the business of book manufacturing, wishes to buy
new equipment without applying the 3-step procedure, the
writer suggests he consider the suggested equipment which
appears in Appendix A of this study.
About 80% of book manufacturers in Nigeria lack 50% of
the essential equipment required for an average camera de
partment. This essential camera equipment is listed in
Appendix A. For these printers the writer suggests they
buy this essential equipment now, if they have the exper
tise to man it, otherwise buying the equipment without cap
able expertise to put it into its maximum use, doesn't in
crease production; rather it increases overall cost.
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Summary for Chapter IV
Apart from the provision of equipment and materials,
the quality of books manufactured and the speed at which
they are produced are affected by the expertise of the work
ers in the printing industry. They need to understand why
certain operations are performed and their advantages, to
increase productivity. They need to know -yie common lang
uage which must be used by printers and customers if needs
and requirements are to be intelligently communicated and
economically satisfied.
The departments for training printers in Yaba College
of Technology and Kaduna Polytechnic are not adequate pro
vision for trained manpower needed by the industry in
Nigeria.
The transfer of knowledge can best be carried out by
institutionalization through competent authorities. It is
not enough to transfer complete equipment or parts from in
dustrial countries such as Britain and the U.S.A. to a de
veloping country like Nigeria. Neither is it enough to buy
all our book needs from them.
The ideal thing for the Nigerian government to do is to
have specialists find out the long term requirements of the
country. These requirements might embrace technology brief
ings, building details, training programmes, as well as the
desired technical aid for personnel.
There is room for both foreign and indigenous investors
in this growing field, but there is urgent need for increase
of indigenous participation if we must translate our culture
into texts for the next generation to read.
Before equipment is increased, a study aimed at bal
ancing equipment, productivity and sales volume should be
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made to determine the current profit and the long range
profit that could be realized from them are projected before
such equipment is purchased.
Conclusion
There are trade associations to take rare of the inter
est of the various trades in the country, but printers in
Nigeria have no trade association as of now. Without asso
ciation they cannot act collectively and every individual is
bound to put self-interest before the growth of the indus
try. Each individual, therefore, finds it difficult to in
fluence the government's decision in matters affecting the
growth of the industry, such as inflation of prices of ma
terials, training and import restriction. There is no cir
culation of trade information, no trade publications and
more especially no technical consultation. Hence, ideas and
experience gained through trial and error are not recorded
for the youngsters to gain from.
The writer, on the basis of the above reasons, is
calling on the printers in Nigeria in general, and the book
printers in particular, to form their trade association.
Since the Universal Primary Education will be made com
pulsory in 1979/1980 academic session, and for a successful
implementation of this programme, books are required to be
printed in millions, the writer suggests that the government
should make the importation of printing equipment and mater
ial for educational printing, duty free, and all book print
ers to import instead of restricting it to a few individuals
and build more schools of printing. The government, the
Ministry of Trade, and the Nigerian Book Development Board
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should encourage the formation of a Nigerian printers'
union, introduce the formation of visiting instructors,
workshops and seminars.
If these suggestions are applied fully, then the
biggest obstacle to faster production of books and progress
in the industry in general, will have been solved by seven
ty-five percent.
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APPENDIX A
Suggested Equipment
Every manufacturer from time to time must consider the
purchase of new equipment, either as a desirable addition to
meet a growing volume of business or as a replacement for
existing machinery that has been worn out* or rendered obso
lete by new technology. This is an area of production man
agement which calls for a maximum of care. Machinery is
expensive, funds so invested are far from liquid, and a poor
investment will be around for a long time to plague the pur
chaser. In light of these plain facts, it is somewhat as
tonishing to observe that much new and replacement equipment
is purchased after just a superficial investigation of need
or of the contemplated equipment itself.
What is recommended, but a reiteration of what has been
said many times before - participation by foremen and shop
personnel in decisions affecting their own welfare. They
are the people who day after day will run a new machine; the
boss need not surrender his right of final decision, but he
most certainly should recognize that the future operators
and supervisors of new equipment have a contribution to make
in its selection.
In line automated book production is now possible with
the Cameron belt press and Wood Book-Omatic system from
Sweden (see pages 18, 19 of this study), but they print in
single color. Automated plate processing including projec
tion of microfilm to plate, electronic composition and full
page makeup with halftones, lasers, cameras and facsimile
transmission and plateless printing (see pages 20, 21) are
no longer strange in the developed countries with their
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high level of technology. In a developing country like
Nigeria, with a low technological know-how, these achieve
ments in the industry are still strange and it will remain
so for many more years ahead.
For the purpose of this study and the urgency of the
needs for books, I hesitate to recommend the recent equip
ment that requires a good deal of special* training and a
good technological knowledge to maintain and operate it
economically.
Nigeria with her well known problem of electrical fail
ure is another good consideration before making the follow
ing recommendations :
Offset Press
Web fed offset lithographic press for printing long run
books, and sheet fed offset lithographic press for printing
cover materials and short run books that require quality
printing.
Offset lithographic process is recommended because the
process is not completely new to the pressmen in the indus
try in Nigeria. Where the process is not already in opera
tion, it can easily be set up and with little training a
letterpress operator can operate a lithographic press.
Offset lithographic process has the advantages of fast
makeready; fast, economical plate preparation; fast, eco
nomical step-and-repeat image reproduction; fine
screen re
productions on rough surface and the use of fancy finish
papers; greater flexibility in art work
and copy prepara
tions; and fast rotary presses as compared
to letterpress.
Letterpress has the disadvantages of costly makeready,
high cost reproduction of line work and halftone printing,
L4
especially in multiple image reproduction, the speed of op
eration is limited by the weight of printing plate and
types, and finally the process is limited to smooth paper
for halftone reproduction.
Flexography is a very fast process but offset litho
graphic process has an edge of fine line resolution.
Gravure on one hand, is very expensive to set up and
maintain. The plate cylinders are very costly, and their
storage and handling is a problem. Last minute changes
cannot be done on the cylinder. The solvent based inks are
fast drying. This constitutes a problem in wash up. The
solvent creates a problem of air pollution. The recovery
of the solvent is very expensive.
Since the gravure process involves printing from cells
etched into the cylinder, it is not suitable for text, since
hair lines have the tendency to disappear with this process.
Gravure on the other hand, requires a very long run for
economical operation.
Screen printing is a very slow process compared to off
set lithographic process and it uses a slow drying ink.
The making of the stencil is time consuming compared to
offset lithographic plate. Types resolution in offset lith
ographic process is much better than that of screen process
because of the screen nature of the stencil.
Electrostatic printing (eg., ink-jet) is one of the
latest and fastest methods of printing today (see page 11).
However, the type resolution of this process is very poor
compared to that of offset lithographic process. The type
is not yet suitable for textbooks.
To crown it all, the development of web offset print
ing press has encouraged book manufacturing tremendously in
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the developed countries. It is now available in a variety
of sizes and can be linked up with different folding and
binding combinations.
Flexographic Press
Web fed flexographic press should be used for printing
ruled exercise books and workbooks.
By definition, flexography is a method of rotary
letterpress printing which employs flexible rubber plates,
analox roller and fast drying solvent or water based fluid
ink which increases fast production capability.
The water based fluid ink dries by penetration and
evaporation which ensures good adhesion of ink to the paper
which is what a ruled exercise book requires.
Flexographic process has no dampening and no form
rollers. The ink is applied to the plate by the analox
roller, hence the plate wear is minimized compared to offset
lithography and letterpress. The flexographic process en
hances fast makeready, and can print in a continuous pattern
which is not possible with letterpress nor in offset litho
graphic processes, respectively. This is especially suit
able for ruled exercise book printing.
However, for the immediate demand for workbooks and
exercise books, web offset newspaper presses could be used.
Economically, flexographic presses will cost more to imple
ment in Nigeria since they are not common. Web offset
presses for newspaper publications are now many in Nigeria.
The present ones can be employed to print exercise books
and workbooks for Universal Primary Education, since most
of these presses are not run for more than an average of
three hours every day- Flexographic presses will call for
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new training of personnel and new set up.
Photocomposition
Photocomposition is recommended here because of its
advantages stated on page 21. The field of photocomposition
has been generally classified into six machine categories,
namely -
1. Adaptations of justifying typewriters,
2. Low-priced text machines,
3. Optical character generators with rotating fonts,
4. Optical character generators with stationary fonts,
5. Electronic character generators with optical charac
ter storage,
6. Electronic character generators with electronic char
acter storage. 1
These categories are not free from overlap. Some
machines in categories one and two, for example, can be
placed in category three.
Optical character generation is considered to be a
process where by the character being phototypeset , are pro
jected from transparent masters onto photographic film or
paper and positioned thereon by some mechanical means.
Some modern machines position characters electronically
by producing them on the surface of cathode-ray tubes.
Categories three and four above, are good examples.
They are much faster than machines in categories one and two
but slower than categories five and six.
Machines in categories one and two are fully mechanical
in nature and are referred to as 1st generation; three and
four are electromechanical and are called 2nd generation
machines; while those in categories five and six are fully
electrical in nature and referred to as 3rd generation.
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(see pages 9-11)
Of these three generations I will recommend the second
generation machines which are less sophisticated compared to
the third generation. The first generation is not complete
ly new to most workers in the industry in Nigeria. It will
be easier for them to learn and manipulate than the third
generation machines which tied together a.variety of opera
tions and more training time.
The frequent electricity failure in the country is
another factor that should be considered in choosing
machines with electronic storage memory meant for storing
type galleys. A system with computer storing memory will
not be economically viable since with the failure of elec
tricity it will lose its memory, except if the company can
afford to buy a standby generator. Based on the above elec
tronic character generators with electronic character
storage of the third generation is not economically practic
al in Nigeria as of now.
Cameras and Enlargers
Three types of cameras' are recommended here according
to their general use; the horizontal darkroom camera, the
vertical darkroom camera and the process color enlarger.
Any of these cameras with the following features are
adequate for making good reproductions. Accuracy of move
ment, freedom from vibration, true alignment
of all plane
surfaces, i.e., copyboard, lens board and camera back, and
freedom from flare and reflection from all metal parts.
It should be equipped with a light integrator and a
diaphragm control for correct lens settings, especially if
the camera is not equipped with automatic controls.
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Photometer
A light sensitive device used to measure the amount of
light striking a surface. After the image has been pro
jected and focused to the required size on the easel it is
used to measure the light striking the easel. The photo
meter makes it possible to make accurate and repeatable ex
posures.
Light Integrator
For an increased accuracy and repeatability of all ex
posures an exposure integrator instead of a timer is reco
mmended. It uses a photo cell to measure the total amount
of light that will expose the film. If during the exposure,
the light intensity is less or the photo cell detects any
change in the intensity of light exposing the film, the in
tegrator compensates for it by lengthening or shortening the
exposure time.
Densitometer
The densitometer is an instrument for measuring the
density of film or the reflection quality of copy. Density
measurements are used effectively to maintain the control
and standardization of the various steps in a reproduction
process. These measurements are obtained and are interpret
ed for stages of a process involving continuous-tone subject
matter - copy, halftone, masks and separation negatives.
Processor
Two automatic film processors are recommended for each
company. One for continuous tone work and the other for
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halftone work. They help to maintain exact control of the
developer at all times, allowing for no variation. It is
fast, stable and economical if used properly. More than one
film can be processed at the same time depending upon the
size of the film; and while the film is in the processor,
the cameraman can be making a new exposure in the darkroom.
Proofs
Color Proofs:
There are two general types of pre-press color proofing
methods, namely overlay and single sheet proofs. The over
lay permits the examination of each color separately, but
the layers of transparent film often do not reflect a true
white but give an off white appearance. Where all the
colors are laid down on a single sheet of white, the result
is closer to a white sheet of paper on which ink is printed;
but the individual colors cannot be examined separately -un
less duplicates of each color are made to show only the
color as well as the assembly of colors.
There are varieties of these proofing systems in use
such as; Color Key, Colex 620, Diazochrome, Tecnifax,
Gevaproof, Kodak Polytrans Color Proofing films, Kwik-Proof,
Watercote, Macann system, Ozachrome, Paps Enco positive act
ing proofing system, Cromalin, Proof-Kote, 3M Electroplating
of Process Colors, etc., but I will only recommend the Color
Guide and the 3M Transfer Color Key systems to describe the
2
general procedure of both types.
Color Guide:
Color Guide is a film overlay method for making pre
press proofs. It provides color separated proofs on dimen-
sionally stable polyester film with a
choice of fifteen
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colors including color-process films, six opaque colors and
four metallic colors. One sheet for each color, exposed
and rinsed in an aqueous non-toxic fixing solution.
3M Transfer Color Key
The transfer color key process consists of a based
sheet, the colored emulsion, an adhesive, and over the ad
hesive an adhesive liner. The liner keeps the sheets from
sticking together. The liner is removed, then the sheet is
placed adhesive side down onto a sheet of 3M Scotch print.
This is rolled to obtain good contact, then the base sheet
is removed from the emulsion leaving only the colored emul
sion adhering to the Scotch print. This is exposed with a
negative developer and subsequently developed with color
key developer. The process is repeated for each color until
all colors are mounted on a single base.
Black and White Proof
This is made by placing a piece of unexposed photo
graphic paper in contact with the negative and exposing it
to light. The negative is placed on top of the paper facing
the light. It is locked in a vacuum frame in the darkroom
and given a short exposure to the light from a point source
light. After exposure it is processed through the stabil
ization processor.
Stripping and Platemaking
Stripping
The purpose of stripping is to combine together a num
ber of individual negatives or positives of the subject to
be printed so as to provide the plate maker with a complete
assembly of flats for each press plate to
be made. To make
the flats, many materials are used, but I would like to
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recommend a few which are very essential to the production
of books and are not commonly found in the industry in
Nigeria.
1. Precision light table
2. Register rule
3. Punch fixtures
4. Single form pegboard on light box
5. 16-page pegboard
6. Contact printing frame
7. Acetate
8. Vinyl flats and storage racks
Plates
Offset plates that are sensitized with a material which
is already insoluble and ink receptive are called positive
presensitized plates. These are surface coated plates which
can be taken from the package and exposed immediately with a
film negative or positive, depending on its formulation.
The plates have many advantages, the principal ones
are quality of print and speed of preparation. Consistency
of plates is assured plate after plate, day to day, because
all plates process alike in a simple, fast step. The ex
posure and development usually takes about five minutes and
they are press ready.
There are many types of presensitized plates in use in
the industry today. For example, presensitized deep-etch
plate, presensitized trimetal plate, dichromated albumen
plate, and presensitized bimetal plate.
Of all the above, the writer recommends presensitized
negative working bimetal plate. The metallic copper image
of this plate is very durable and is capable of runs of one
million and above.
For light source, the writer recommends carbon arc,
pulse xenon, and mercury vapour.
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Automatic plate processors which automatically develop,
rinse, finish and dry plates within five minutes is recom
mended. This ensures plate consistency, repeatability and
plate handling damage reduction.
Binding
Binding is a construction built arouhd the spine and
the end papers of a book block to hold the pages together.
The making of the binding is called bindery operation.
These operations vary according to the method and ma
terials used. For example, adhesive binding, saddle
stitched binding, mechanical binding, sewed book binding,
side stitched binding, etc.
Of the above, I recommend adhesive binding, saddle
stitched and side stitched.
Adhesive binding, also known as perfect binding is a
system of binding in which pages of books or booklets are
fixed to either paper covers or board covers by the use of
adhesive in a variety of technical processes. There are
three basic adhesives in use; animal glue, Polyvinyl Acetate
resin, and Hot melt. Hot melt is recommended especially be
cause of its fast drying time and good adhesion. Animal
glue has real good tack but it is slow drying and brittle.
Polyvinyl Acetate resin is water based and is forced dry,
which doesn't allow the adhesive to penetrate the fiber.
Hot melt on the other hand, is 100% solid vinyl wax, which
is heated and applied while fluid. Hot melt dries instantly
by cooling. This fast drying glue made
the application of
automatic bindery operation at a high speed possible.
"As production speeds increase and some
adhesives become scarce, there is likely
to be an even greater movement towards
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hot melt for virtually all book binding
operations. Continued research in pro
ducing even better hot melts capable of
meeting the demands of high speed pro
duction. At the present time hot melts
can accommodate the fastest production
speed obtained with book binding ma
chinery. These fast-setting adhesives
can eliminate sewing, long or bottle
neck; replace slow-drying emulsidns,
and replace animal glues at lower cost.
Properly selected and matched to the
job, hot melts can step up production
speeds, reducing the cost of printed
books. "4
Equipment recommended -
1. Folding machines
2. Inserting machines
3. Collating machines
4. Sewing machines
5. Smashing, nipping, glueing and trimming machines
6. Rounding, backing and lining machines
7. Case making and stamping machines
8 . Casing-in machines
The above recommendations are made with the possibility
of extending the operation from paper cover books to hard
covered books which will call for case making operations.
For paperback covers, folding machines, inserting machines,
collating and gathering machines, automatic adhesive binders
and trimming machines are sufficient for the operation.
Where books call for sewing before they are adhesive
bound, a sewing machine is required.
Where the bindery could be operated in line with an
offset press that has automatic folding, collating and
trimmer at the delivery end, the purchase of such equipment
separately is not required.
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TO THE PRINTERS
This survey will be treated as confidential.
If you wish to receive a copy of the summary re
sults, please identify yourself.
Company
Address
A. COMPOSITION
1. Indicate the type of composition in use.
a hot metal b hand composition
c photocomposition d computer assisted
photocomposition e other(s) (name)
2. How many characters can you set in a day with the
above methods? (indicate)
a b c d e
3. Machines used and make in No.l above.
MakeMachines
a a
b b
c c
d d
e
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4. Do you use these machines?
90-100 70-89 50-69 40-59 30-49 20-29
10-19 0-9 Percent of the office hours?
5. How many people work in this department?
6. Average time used to compose text for a book of
128 pages is .
7. Do you have an increased load of composition as a
result of the introduction of U.P.E.?
Yes, 200-400% increase
Yes, 100-99% increase
_Yes,
80-99% increase
Yes, 60-79% increase
Yes, 40-59% increase
Yes, 20-39% increase
Yes, 1-19% increase
No increase
8. If yes in No. 7 above, what do you plan to do?
Increase composition personnel
Increase systems in use
Buy faster composition systems
Uncertain
9. Given the opportunity what type of composition
would you prefer in No. 2 above?
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.10. What is your major problem in composition?
B. CAMERA DEPARTMENT
1. Do you have a camera department?
a. If no, how do you get your camera work done?
From commercial camera work'shop
From another printer's camera department
b. Any problems associated with this method?
No
Yes, delay delivery
Yes, poor camera work
c. If yes in No.l above, how many cameras do you
have?
For color work
For line and halftone (black/white) repro
duction
2 . How many cameramen do you employ?
3. Types of color separation in use.
Indirect screen
Direct screen
Scanning
4. Your average time for making four color separation
negatives is .
99
5. Your average time for making separations for a
32 book pages is .
6. Why can't you reduce your average time in No.'s
4 and 5?
7- Equipment in use
*
Cameras Make Capabilities
a
b
c
d
e
Processors
a
b
c
Scanners
a
b
Densitometers
a
b
c
Light Integrators
a
b
c
d
Photometers
a
b
100
c
d
8. How often do you use this equipment?
Very frequently
Frequently
Not frequently
9. Do you have an increased load of camera work as a
result of the introduction of U.P.E.?
Yes, 200-400% increase
Yes, 100-199% increase
Yes, 80-99% increase
Yes, 60-79% increase
Yes, 40-59% increase
Yes, 20-39% increase
Yes, 1-19% increase
No increase
10. If yes in No. 9, what do you plan to do?
Increase number of cameras in use
Increase number of cameramen
Buy better equipment
Uncertain
11. Given the opportunity, what
type of color separa
tion would you use in No. 3 above?
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12. What is your major problem?
Equipment
Expertise
Management
Other (state)
13. Do you foresee any problem of production control?
No
Yes (state briefly)
C. STRIPPING AND PLATE DEPARTMENT
1. Do you have a stripping and platemaking depart
ment?
2a. If no, how do you get your plates made?
From a commercial platemaking shop
From another printer's plate department
b. Any problem associated with this method?
No
Yes, delay delivery
Yes, poor platemaking
3. If yes in No.l, how many platemaking staff do you
have?
4. Types of plates in use.
Rubber plates
Phot oengraving
Cylinder (plate) gravure
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_Electromechanicaletched plates
Direct image plates
Photomechanical plates
Camera plates
Laser-image plates
Presensitized plate
Wipe on plate
4(i) % of plate spoilage
4 ( ii ) Why?
5. Your average time for making one of your types of
plates is .
6. The average time for making a plate for a 32 page
book is .
7. Why can't you reduce your average time in No.'s 5
and 6 above?
8 . Equipment in use
Cameras Make Capabilities
a
b
c
Exposure Lamp
a
b
c
d
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Kinds of Plates Make Impressions,'
a
b
c
d
e
f
~"~- -
,
9. How often do you use this equipment?
Very frequently
Frequently
Not frequently
10. Do you have stripping problems?
Overlapping of films and undercutting of light
Film orientation (wrong or right)
Excess tape
Image halation
Dot fringe caused by tape too close to image
on the emulsion side
Dimensional stability or change of film
Others
11. Do you have an increased load of stripping and
platemaking as a result of the
introduction of
U.P.E.?
Yes, 200-400% increase
Yes, 100-199% increase
Yes, 80-99% increase
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_Yes, 60-79% increase
Yes, 40-59% increase
Yes, 20-39% increase
Yes, 1-19% increase
No increase
12. If yes in No. 10 above, what do you plan to do?
Increase stripping and platemaking department
personnel
Increase equipment in use
Buy better and faster equipment
Unc ertain
13. Given the opportunity, what type of plate would
you prefer in No. 4 above?
14. What is your major problem in this department?
Equipment
Expertise
Management
Other ( state )
15. Do you foresee any problem of production control?
No
Yes (state briefly)
D. PRESS WORK
1. What printing process are you using?
Letterpress Flexography
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Offset lithography Screen printing
Gravure Other(s) (name)
2. What method of feeding are you using?
Sheet feed Stream feed
Single feed Web or roll feed
3. What percent of your printing is done by offset
lithography?
100% 90% 75% 50%
40% 25% 20% 15%
10% 5% 1% none
4. How many colors do you print?
1, 4, 7, 2, 5,
8, 3, 6, more
5. Do you print the colors in No. 4 above in
1 pass, 4 pass, 7 pass, 2 pass,
5 pass, 8 pass, 3 pass, 6 pass,
more than 8 passes through the press
6. What is the most delaying factor of your press
work?
Equipment
Expertise
Management
Other ( state )___
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7. Press in use Make Impressions Capabilities
a
b
c
d
e
f
h
8. The approximate impressions per shift is
9. How long does it take you to print 50,000 vol
umes of 128 book pages?
1 week 1 day 2-- hrs.
4 days 20 hrs. 1 hr.
3 days 10 hrs. can't estimate
2 days 5 hrs.
10. Do you have an increased press work as a result
of the introduction of U.P.E.?
Yes, 200-400% increase
Yes, 100-199% increase
Yes, 80-99% increase
Yes, 60-79% increase
Yes, 40-59% increase
Yes, 20-39% increase
Yes, 1-19% increase
No increase
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11. If yes in No. 10, what do you plan to do?
Increase number of presses in use
Buy faster presses
Train more pressmen
12. What alternative type of presses would you
have preferred?
13. Do you foresee any problem of production con
trol?
No
Yes (state)
E. BINDERY DEPARTMENT
1. Do you have a bindery department?
Yes
Yes, in line operation
No
a. If no, how do you get your bindery work done?
From a commercial bindery workshop
From another printer's bindery department
b. Any problem associated with this method?
No
Yes, delay delivery
Yes, poor work
2. If yes in No.l above, check the type of book
binding in operation.
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Hard cover
Both
3a. What is your average time for imposing and
finishing a paperback book of 1,000 volumes?
b. Average time for a hard cover book of 1,000
volumes.
4. Why can't you reduce your average time in No. 3
above?
5. Equipment in use
Name . Make Capability
- cutters
- trimmers
- stitchers
- folders
- gatherers
- sewing machine
- smashing machine
- glueing machine
- rounding and batch
ing machine
- nipping machine
- lining-up/head-
banding
- carton sealing
machine
- packaging machine
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- cloth sheeting
machine
- case-making machine
- cover inking presses
- upright blank or gold
stamping presses
- upgraining and embos
sing presses
- silk screen presses
How often do you use this equipment?
Very frequently
Frequently
Not frequently
7. Do you have an increased load of bindery work
caused by the introduction of U.P.E.?
Yes, 200-400% increase
Yes, 100-199% increase
Yes, 80-99% increase
Yes, 60-79% increase
Yes, 40-59% increase
Yes, 20-39% increase
1-19% increase
No increase
8. If yes in No. 7 above, what do you plan to do?
Increase the number of equipment in use
Increase number of bindery personnel
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Buy better, faster, equipment and machinery
Uncertain
9. Given the opportunity, what type of bindery ma
chinery would you use?
10. What is your major problem?
Expertise
Equipment
Management
Other (state)
11. Do you foresee any problems of production control?
No
Yes (state briefly)
Ill
This survey will be treated as confidential.
If you hop;e to receive a copy of the summary
results, please identify yourself.
To whom it may concern
Address
F. 1. What is the present population of school age
children?
2. How many of this population are already benefiting
from U.P.E.?
3. How many of them are hoping to benefit from the
program in 1979?
4. What average number of books per child is required?
5. Are all the books required printed in Nigeria?
Yes No
6. If no, how many are imported?
7. How many of the books required for U.P.E. are
already in print?
8. The present demand for books for U.P.E. is
9. The present supply of books for U.P.E. is
10. The expectant average life of a set of books
for a
child is:
1 year 5 years 9 years
2 years 6 years 10 years
3 years 7 years 11 years
4 years 8 years 12 years
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11. Do you foresee any future problems of shortage of
books for the program?
No
Yes, (state briefly)
12. What is your plan to supply more books for the
program?
Import more books
Print more books in the country
Uncertain
Other (state) , .
13. What is the yearly projection of pupils in school?
What is the yearly projection of needs for books?
14. What percent of books are disposable?_
What percent of books are passed on?_
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-Qr. To the Federal Ministry of Trade and Industry
This survey will be treated as confidential.
If you wish to receive a copy of the summary results,
please identify yourself.
To whom it may concern
Address
1. How many book printers are in Nigeria?
2. How many are in Lagos area?
3. The federal government's percentage share in book
printing trade in Nigeria is
4. Types of books produced
Pap e rback
Hard cover
Other (state)
5. Is there any restriction on importing book printing
equipment?
No
Yes ( specify )__
6. What percent of the cost of equipment imported is paid
as duty?
7. What is the major problem facing the book printers?
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